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Introduction
Diabetes is the most common cause of distal symmetric polyneuropathy in the world. Over half of all neuropathy
patients in the United States have diabetes. Distal symmetric diabetic neuropathy is a leading cause for disability
due to pain, foot ulcers and amputation, and fall risk. In 2003 the annual health care costs directly attributable to
diabetic neuropathy and its consequences were $10.9 billion in the United States alone (1). Patients with severe
pain experience 80% greater costs than those with only mild pain (2 ). Diabetes is associated with a wide range
of other peripheral nerve complications including acute neuropathies, polyradiculopathies, mononeuropathies,
autonomic neuropathy and cranial neuropathies. There is evolving evidence that patients with prediabetes and its
associated metabolic derangements are at high risk for developing neuropathy. Sir William Osler once said that
“to know syphilis is to know medicine,” and the same can be said of diabetes, to know diabetes is to know
peripheral nerve disease. The goal of this syllabus and lecture is to provide an overview of the peripheral nerve
complications of diabetes mellitus.
Definition of Diabetes
Diabetes can be classified into four types. Type 1 diabetes is due to autoimmune destruction of pancreatic  cells
leading to a deficiency of insulin and resultant hyperglycemia. Type 1 diabetes usually presents at a young age,
frequently in childhood. Insulin resistance is the underlying cause for Type 2 diabetes, which is associated with
obesity and other aspects of the metabolic syndrome (hypertension and dyslipidemia). In contrast to type 1
diabetes, insulin levels are high. Type 2 diabetes has been called “adult onset” in the past, although the obesity
epidemic has led to an expanding number of adolescents and young adults developing the disorder. Type 3
diabetes includes all other types (genetic defects and diseases of the exocrine pancreas such as cystic fibrosis,
drug induced). Gestational diabetes is classified as type 4. While neuropathy may occur in any type of diabetes,
most patients have type 2 or type 1. The clinical features of neuropathy are similar between type 1 and type 2,
although there are likely differential disease mechanism, and some of forms of neuropathy may be more common
in one versus the other (e.g. treatment related neuropathy). It is likely that neuropathy risk factors among type 2
patients, such as dyslipidemia, may also contribute to neuropathy risk in type 1 patients as the age and develop
coincidental metabolic disease.
A number of studies indicate an elevated risk of prediabetes, defined as impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) or
impaired fasting glucose (IFG), among patients with otherwise idiopathic peripheral neuropathy. Diagnosis of
diabetes and prediabetes may be made using fasting glucose, 2 hour glucose tolerance or recently revised
criteria based on hemoglobin A1c measurement (Table 1). The diagnostic sensitivity of A1c for prediabetes is
lower than oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) but it is easier to measure and less prone to test retest variation,
thus it is a logical initial diagnostic test. In at risk patients, such as those with neuropathy, OGTT is recommended
if A1c is normal.
Table 1: The Diagnostic Criteria for Impaired Fasting Glucose, Impaired Glucose Tolerance, and
Diabetes.
Diagnosis
Fasting Plamsa Glucose
2 Hour OGTT
Hemoglobin A1C
Normal
< 100 mg/dl (5.6 mmol/l)
< 140 mg/dl (7.8 mmol/l)
< 5.7%
IFG/IGT
100-125 mg/dl (5.6-6.9 mmol/l)
140-199 mg/dl (7.8-11.0 mmol/l)
5.7-6.4%
Diabetes
≥ 126 mg/dl (7.0 mmole/l)
≥ 200 mg/dl (11.1 mmole/l)
≥ 6.5%

The Spectrum of the Diabetic Neuropathies
The diabetic neuropathies can be classified in several ways. One logical classification system is based on time
course. This method divides neuropathies into chronic (DSP and autonomic neuropathy) and acute forms
(diabetic amyotrophy, treatment related neuropathy). They can also be classified based on anatomic involvement
into distal symmetric, focal (mononeuropathies), and multifocal (diabetic amyotrophy) patterns. By far, the most
common diabetic neuropathy is distal symmetric polyneuropathy (DSP). DSP presents with slowly progressive
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distal symmetric numbness, mild weakness, and significant neuropathic pain in approximately 20%. Any
divergence from this pattern (e.g. acute, asymmetric, proximal or motor involvement) suggests an alternative form
(3). The subsequent sections will review the most common forms of diabetic neuropathy, starting with chronic
neuropathies (distal symmetric, prediabetic and autonomic) and concluding with acute neuropathies (diabetic
amyotrophy and treatment related neuropathies).
Chronic Diabetic Neuropathies
Chronic diabetic neuropathies including distal symmetric polyneuropathy, prediabetes associated neuropathy and
diabetic autonomic neuropathy. These disorders are the most common peripheral nerve complications from
diabetes, and are what most practitioners envision when they conceive of “diabetic neuropathy.” They share a
slowly progressive time course. While their etiology remains incompletely defined, metabolic consequences of
hyperglycemia, insulin resistance and obesity (including both direct nerve and microvascular injury) are key
contributors.
Distal Symmetric Polyneuropathy
Distal Symmetric Polyneuropathy (DSP) is the most common form of diabetic neuropathy, affecting over half of all
diabetic patients. DSP may be broadly divided into asymptotic and symptomatic forms, with 20% having
significant neuropathic pain. Patients with significant sensory loss, particularly those with longstanding disease,
may experience painless injury and ulceration. DSP increases the risk of ulceration 7- fold and contributes to
over 60% of lower extremity amputations (4). This increased risk results from a combination of loss of protective
sensation, reduced sweating leading to increased friction, abnormal blood flow, and impaired wound healing.
While foot ulcers typically occur after many years of DSP, painful neuropathy is more typical early in the disease
course. Symptoms include burning, aching or tingling pains that are most severe in the evening, but may also limit
activity. The pain is often severe, with a mean intensity of 6/10 in one series (5). The other major cause for
disability among DSP patients is fall risk. Among 60 patients over the age of 55 years old, over one-third had
fallen in the prior year (6). The risk of falls is greatest when traversing uneven surfaces or while ambulating in the
dark (7).
Diagnosis of DSP is based on recognition of symptoms and/or signs and confirmatory testing. Nerve conduction
studies are the most frequently employed diagnostic test and confirmed DSP requires their abnormality (3). DSP
is characterized by reduced sensory nerve action potential amplitudes, often with mild motor conduction slowing,
a finding less common in other axonal neuropathies. Probable clinical DSP requires symptoms and signs of
neuropathy with two of the following: symptoms, reduced distal sensation, reduced or absent reflexes. Possible
clinical DSP requires symptoms or signs.
Patients with preferential injury to small nerve fibers experience severe symptoms of pain and numbness, but
nerve conduction studies may be normal. Diagnosis of small fiber predominant neuropathy depends on
confirmatory tests such as sudomotor testing or skin biopsy with measurement of intraepidermal nerve fiber
density (IENFD). Skin biopsy is a well tolerated and reliable tool for diagnosis of small fiber neuropathy and is
commercially available from a number of academic and industry laboratories (8). Abnormality is based on
published age and gender normative data (9).
A key part of the diagnostic evaluation of any patient with DSP is exclusion of an alternative cause for neuropathy.
Given the high population prevalence of both neuropathy and diabetes, a sizable percentage of patients have a
different or contributing etiology. In a retrospective analysis of 103 sequential DSP patients, over 50% had at
least one additional potential cause or contributor for neuropathy (10). Vitamin B12 level, serum protein
electrophoresis and immunofixation should be assessed in all neuropathy patients, and an evaluation for
connective tissue disease (e.g. Sjogren’s syndrome), or infection (e.g. hepatitis C or HIV) should be pursued in
appropriately selected at risk patients (11).
DSP is probably due to a combination of direct nerve injury and microvascular injury which in turn leads to nerve
ischemia. There are a number of important metabolic pathways including oxidative stress, accumulation of
advanced glycation endproducts, and increased flux through the polyol pathway (12). There is growing evidence
that metabolic risk factors other than hyperglycemia may play an important role in disease pathogenesis. Obesity
and dyslipidemia may be particularly important and both may contribute to oxidative stress. Among 28,700
diabetic patients, serum triglyceride level was an independent stepwise risk factor for lower extremity amputation
(13). Among 1172 T1D subjects without baseline neuropathy followed in the Eurodiab study, hypertension,
smoking, obesity and serum triglycerides were independent risk factors for neuropathy (14).
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Because there have been no medications proven to be effective in altering the natural history of DSP in human
patients, the focus has been on aggressive glycemic control. The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
(DCCT) demonstrated that intensive therapy reduced the development of clinical neuropathy by 65% over 5 years
in over 1400 patients (15). The Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications (EDIC) study has
continued to follow DCCT subjects. While both treatment groups have had similar glycemic control since the
DCCT, those who had were in the intensive treatment group are less likely to have neuropathy 14 years later than
those who were in the standard therapy group(25% versus 35%, p<0.001) (16). By contrast, there are much less
data supporting efficacy of aggressive glycemic control in neuropathy prevention in type 2 diabetes. For example,
the ACCORD study randomized 10,251 type 2 diabetes patients who had a HgbA1c of > 7.4% to an intensive
glucose control protocol with an A1c goal of 6.5% or a standard protocol whose goal was 7.0-7.9%. The
intensive therapy arm was stopped early due to increased mortality. The data from prior to discontinuation of
intensive therapy was compared to the standard therapy cohort, and there was only minimally reduced risk of new
sensory loss, and no reduction in the risk of new neuropathy symptoms (17). While some other studies suggest
there is a reduced neuropathy risk with aggressive glycemic control, the magnitude of benefit is not large.
There are no pharmacologic therapies that have been proven to alter the natural history of DSP in human
patients. Multiple trials of aldose reductase inhibitors, (18) and a large trial of recombinant human nerve growth
factor have failed to show benefit (19). Alpha lipoic acid has reduced pain in some trials (20) but not others. A
number of novel therapeutic approaches are under development including gene therapy approaches. One study
of intramuscular injection of a plasmid containing the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) gene suggested a
small benefit (21). Another recently described innovative therapeutic approach is injection of a replication
deficient herpes virus containing therapeutic genes of interest subcutaneously. The herpes virus vector
undergoes retrograde transportation to the sensory neuropathy in the dorsal root ganglion where the therapeutic
gene is expressed. A recent phase one study of injection of a herpes simplex virus vector expressing the
preproenkephalin gene (an opiate precursor) in patients with cancer related pain showed good tolerance and
suggested dose dependent pain reduction (22). The same investigators have used this technique in animal
models of diabetic and toxic neuropathies. This approach is appealing because it aims to specifically target the
treatment in order to avoid off target side effects.
Identification of patients who are at high risk for foot ulcers and amputation is necessary in order to implement
preventative strategies. Indicators of risk include neuropathy severity, association peripheral vascular disease, a
prior foot ulcer or amputation, and absent or reduced sensitivity to a 10g monofilament (23). Peripheral
neuropathy also causes disability due to falls and pain. Patients at risk for falls should be counseled to take
particular care while walking on uneven surfaces or in low lighting. Early referral to physical therapy is
appropriate. Treatment of painful neuropathy will be addressed elsewhere in this syllabus.
Prediabetes and Neuropathy
There is a growing literature linking peripheral neuropathy to prediabetic levels of hyperglycemia. It has been
recognized for many years that as many as 1 in 5 diabetes patients have neuropathy at the time of diagnosis,
suggesting neuropathy may develop early in the disease course (in contrast to retinopathy and nephropathy) (24). A
number of studies provide evidence that patients with neuropathy are at higher risk of prediabetes or other metabolic
accompaniments of insulin resistance. Several studies have reported a 30-50% prevalence of impaired glucose
tolerance among idiopathic neuropathy patients (11). Obesity, dyslipidemia and metabolic syndrome are also more
common in neuropathy patients than the general population (25). These same metabolic features predict risk of
neuropathy in patients with established diabetes (14, 26). The Steno-2 trial demonstrated that aggressive therapy for
hypertension and dyslipidemia in patients with type 2 diabetes reduced risk for complications including autonomic
neuropathy. The benefit was independent of glucose control (27). A recent study of sural nerve biopsies from
patients participating in a clinical trial used microarrays and a systems biology approach to identify a number of
differentially expressed genes among subjects with progressive neuropathy including those involved with lipid
metabolism (28). A number of studies in animal models support the hypothesis that intermittent hyperglycemia and
obesity increase neuropathy risk (29-31).
The clinical features of the neuropathy associated with IGT and metabolic syndrome mirrors those seen in early
diabetes. Most patients have a distal symmetric neuropathy, often with pain (32). Weakness is rare, and
protective sensation is generally preserved. Because small diameter axons are preferentially involved, nerve
conduction studies are frequently normal, and tests that assess small fibers (e.g. skin biopsy or sudomotor
testing) may be required to confirm the suspected diagnosis (33).
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The precise nature of the relationship between prediabetes, metabolic syndrome and neuropathy remains to be
defined. There is evidence that treatment of prediabetes may impact the disease course. Patients with IGTN enrolled
in a diet and exercise counseling program similar to that used in the Diabetes Prevention Program, with goals of
losing 7% of body weight (or normalizing BMI) and moderate aerobic exercise for 150 minutes a week showed
significant improvement in blood glucose control and lipid metabolism (34). This metabolic improvement was
associated with a significant increase in the number of cutaneous nerve fibers by IENFD, and significant improvement
in neuropathic pain over a two-year period.
Diabetic Autonomic Neuropathy
Autonomic neuropathy is a common but under-recognized complication of diabetes. Diabetic autonomic
neuropathy (DAN) is very important because it is associated with an elevated risk of death. DAN also causes
significant disability due to erectile dysfunction, gastroparesis, and failure to recognize hypoglycemia. Estimates
of DAN prevalence vary. In one study of 1170 type I and II diabetic subjects 20% had an abnormality of at least
three of six cardiovascular autonomic function tests (35). By contrast, the Diabetes Control and Complications
Trial, which used similar methods in a pure type I population, found dysautonomia in only 6% (15). Specific forms
rd
of DAN are very common. Nearly 1/3 of diabetic and prediabetic men experience erectile dysfunction.
Sudomotor testing using Quantitative Sudomotor Axon Reflex Testing (QSART) is abnormal in a quarter of newly
diagnosed diabetic subjects. Many of the symptomatic forms of DAN are cared for by non-neurologists (e.g.
gastroparesis, erectile dysfunction). This review will focus on cardiac autonomic neuropathy, which is associated
with an increased risk of mortality, and may manifest as orthostatic hypotension, a symptom neurologists are
frequently called upon to manage.
Injury to the autonomic innervation of the heart and central blood vessels disrupts control of heart rate and blood
pressure regulation. Orthostatic hypotension is the most easily recognized consequence. Though presyncopal
lightheadedness is the classic complaint, patients often have difficulty describing this phenomenon, and may
present with fatigue, visual blurring, weakness, dizziness, or neck pain. Cardiac dysautonomia also contributes to
exercise intolerance and altered blood pressure regulation (36). Patients complain of rapid fatigue, light
headedness or dyspnea with exertion due to a failure to increase heart rate in response to aerobic exercise.
Parasympathetic vagal fibers are frequently affected first, resulting in a relative predominance of sympathetic
outflow causing hypertension, especially at night. As DAN progresses, blood pressure more labile.
Early recognition of cardiac DAN is important because large epidemiological studies have consistently
demonstrate a 2-5 fold increase in mortality risk among those with two or more confirmatory abnormalities of
cardiac dysautonomia compared to diabetic patients without these risk factors (37). Sudden death, myocardial
infarction, congestive heart failure are more common. Increased prevalence of ventricular and malignant
arrhythmias, clinically silent infarction and blunted inotropic response stress all represent primary cardiac
contributors to this increased mortality. The EURODIAB study of type I diabetes showed greater QT interval
prolongation in those with dysautonomia (38), and found that dysautonomia was the single strongest predictor of
mortality during the seven year follow-up period, greater than age, glucose control or common cardiovascular risk
factors (39).
There are several simple bedside tests of autonomic dysfunction (40). Paced deep breathing at a rate of six
breaths per minute maximizes variability of heart rate. The ratio of the R-R interval during expiration
(bradycardia) to inspiration (tachycardia) can be calculated using a basic EKG strip. The E:I ratio is primarily a
test of parasympathetic function. Standing from a supine position causes maximum tachycardia at 15 seconds
followed by slowest reflex bradycardia at 30 seconds, and is primarily a test of sympathetic function (the 30:15
ratio). Finally, RR interval to Valsalva maneuver tests both sympathetic and parasympathetic outflow. Each test
can be performed in routine practice. Valsalva has the highest sensitivity for dysautonomia, but is more
technically difficult to perform.
Acute Diabetic Neuropathies
The acute diabetic neuropathies are much less common than chronic forms, but they are frequently very dramatic
and disabling. There are probably a variety of underlying mechanisms, which vary between the specific forms.
Unlike chronic neuropathies, inflammation and vasculopathy are important mechanisms.
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Diabetic Lumbosacral Radiculoplexus Neuropathy (DLRPN or “Diabetic Amyotrophy”)
The most common acute neuropathy associated with diabetes is diabetic lumbosacral radiculoplexus neuropathy
(DLRPN). DLRPN was first described by Bruns in 1890 and Garland in 1950, and has been called Bruns Garland
Syndrome in their honor (41, 42). Many other names have been given this condition, the most lasting of which is
“diabetic amyotrophy.” DLRPN typically presents with acute unilateral thigh pain that is typically severe, and
characterized by a mixture of deep aching, burning and tingling. The pain is soon followed by progressive atrophy
and weakness. While proximal muscles are most prominently affected, many patients experience distal
weakness as well. Not uncommonly, the opposite side becomes involved. Most patients experience dramatic
weight loss and many are rendered wheelchair dependent (43). Symptomatic upper extremity weakness is
uncommon, although some patients may have more severe arm weakness (44). The syndrome often progressive
over several months followed by a period of gradual improvement, although most do not achieve baseline
strength (43).
Typical patient characteristics of DLRPN are different from DSP. DLRPN usually affects older patients with type 2
diabetes who have a shorter diabetes duration and lower hemoglobin A1c than those with DSP. Electrodiagnostic
studies demonstrate evidence of a polyradiculoneuropathy, with low amplitude or absent lower extremity sensory
and motor action potentials and ongoing denervation in limb and paraspinal muscles, often including thoracic
levels. CSF examination is characterized by elevated protein without pleocytosis. Nerve biopsies demonstrate a
microvasculitis (45). Given the multiple features suggesting an autoimmune/inflammatory etiology, it has been
hypothesized that immunosuppression may be effective (46). A randomized trial of corticosteroids has been
published in abstract form, which demonstrated improvement in pain, but not strength. This study was limited
because many subjects began therapy many months after disease onset. A well designed randomized trial early
in the disease course is needed.
Treatment Related Neuropathy (“Insulin Neuritis”)
Patients with poorly controlled diabetes may experience an acute, very painful, sensory neuropathy following
rapid glucose control. The pain may be diffuse in 30% of patients, and autonomic neuropathy is common. Most
patients have type 1 diabetes, although it has been described in type 2 diabetes patients as well. Symptoms
improve over months, although they syndrome may recur if diabetic control lapses and is once again rapidly
corrected. Patients who have a history of diabetic anorexia (intentionally withholding insulin for weight loss) may
be at particularly high risk. While the condition has been commonly referred to as “insulin neuritis” there is no
evidence to support an inflammatory or autoimmune etiology. The neuropathy is associated with progressive
retinopathy, suggest a vascular etiology (47).
Diabetic Neuropathic Cachexia
Diabetic Neuropathic Cachexia shares many features with treatment related neuropathy (48). In addition to a
severe acute painful neuropathy that may be generalized (e.g. non-length dependent), patients experience
dramatic weight loss. Pain is frequently non length dependent and generalized. Cachexia may be provoked by
rapid glycemic control, although this is not always present. Unlike treatment related neuropathy, it is more
frequent in type 2 diabetes. Like treatment related neuropathy, it improves spontaneously and therapy is focused
on pain control (49).
Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP) and Diabetes.
It is a commonly held belief that CIDP is more common in diabetes patients, and more severe. In one study of
1127 patients seen in an academic EMG laboratory, there was an 11 times higher risk of CIDP in subjects with
diabetes compared to those without (50). However, several more recent epidemiological studies have not
corroborated this finding (51, 52). Patients with severe diabetic neuropathy frequently have motor conduction
slowing, and in those with associated renal failure, this slowing can be in the range typical of CIDP. However,
patients with diabetic/uremic neuropathy have length dependent weakness as opposed to the proximal weakness
typical for CIDP (53).
Conclusions
The varied peripheral nerve complications of diabetes serve as a model for the broader spectrum of neuropathy.
They encompass metabolic/degenerative distal symmetric and autonomic neuropathies, inflammatory
polyradiculopathy, and acute vasculopathy. Diabetes patients are at higher risk for compressive
mononeuropathies and cranial neuropathies. While definitive treatment is not yet available for most diabetic
neuropathies, there have been major advances in our understanding of disease pathogenesis, which promise to
lead to novel therapeutic opportunities.
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